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"In Nonsense is Strength."*

"My dog is a plumber."

Every morning Joan wakes up bald. She hides this problem by stitching strands of hair to her head; starting at the roof of her mouth, up through her cranial cavity, until the hair emerges from the top of her skull. This method is quite effective, although at close inspection her scalp is pitted like that of a Barbie doll's.

There are voles!

All people are illusionists when it gets down to nose picking.

Overheard in a Basic Comp. class:

"I won't listen to you until you ... y'know--Shut up!"

Americans are raised thinking that pyramids have eyes at the top; Egyptians know better. The eyes are inside.

"There's nothing I hate more than a prejudiced person-- I can spot 'em a mile off."

If a woman's greatest fear is that her daughter will become a lesbian; why is it that her greatest grief is felt when her high school lesbian sweetheart dies?

Some stuff that should make sense makes less sense than that stuff that makes no sense at all.

*quoted from Kurt Vonnegut's Breakfast of Champions
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